Parallel Combinatory Spread Spectrum (PC/SS) communication system has higher data transmission capability and bandwidth efficiency than conventional Spread Spectrum (SS) communication system. Meanwhile, PC/SS system must correctly select all maximal r PN sequences from M PN correlations, otherwise it will cause a lot of error data. The existing algorithm has no ability of detecting and correcting a random misjudging sequence. To solve this problem, PCSS communication system based on the method of successive contrast (SC/PC/SS) is proposed in this paper and performances are analyzed. The SC/PC/SS system can detect and correct a sequence error. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the BER performance of the SC/PC/SS system is lower than conventional PC/SS system in the same situation. Without additional hardware and slightly increase in complexity, it can improve the communication environment of 1 dB.
Introduction
The parallel combination spread spectrum communication has the higher ability of information transmission and the band utilization rate [1] . According to the data-sequence mapping algorithm of PC/SS system, it will select r sequences from alternative PN sequences to overlay and transmit in the way of parallel combination [2] . When receiving, PC/SS system must ensure all r PN sequences selected decision correct, otherwise a number of error data will be received [3] .
In the concerned of the problem above, the SC/PC/SS system is proposed in this paper, and the system has the ability to detect and correct one random misjudging sequence. In this paper, the fundamental principle of successive contrast is introduced firstly, then a comparison between the proposed method and conventional PC/SS is made in BER performance. In the end, the significant simulation results of successive contrast prove higher antijamming performance of PC/SS communication system.
Principle of the Method of Successive Contrast
Transmitter and receiver configurations of the SC/PC/SS system are displayed in Fig.1 and Fig. 2 Compared with conventional PC/SS system [4] , the additional section is as follows: In the receiver, after the decision of r maximum sequences, the received information subtract the selected PN sequences successively and contrast with the remaining sequences. By detecting selected PN sequences, the more reliable sequences will be inverse mapping so that the data is correct. , which represent the selected sequence appear once. If the received signal contains one of the sentenced sequence, this sequence is subtracted by () St , and then related to the local sequences. The related value of this sequence decreased significantly and the correlation value of the other two sequences is still large. On the contrary, the initial sentenced sequences may be misjudged if the correlation value of a new sequence is very large. Then, we detect that if the sentenced sequences are correct. Specific steps as follows: (1) 
,correct selected sequences and data-sequence inverse mapping, otherwise put the forth sequence instead of the third one and data-sequence inverse mapping.
Error Rate Analysis
The receiver of PC/SS system selects the maximal r sequences from M correlation output [5] . When ,the correct decision probability for identifying an active PN sequence is expressed by [6] 
Where
erfc is complementary error function. The decision of each transmission sequence is independent and equal probability. Conventional PC/SS system must estimate correctly maximal r sequences from M correlation outputs, otherwise most information is error. The correct decision probability of symbol is obtained by [7] The event is defined: C : there is a sequence misjudged from maximal r sequences, meanwhile, the th r sequence misjudged and the ( 1) th r  sequence is correct. It is obvious seen that C is the event that A and B occur at the same time, its probability can be expressed by ( ) ( ) P C P AB  (5) According to the conditional probability formula, it can be transformed into ( ) ( ) ( | )
P C P A P B A  (6) According to the definition, ()
PC is the improving probability of conventional system. Therefore, the BER of improved PC/SS system can be computed by
e e e P P P C P P A P B A    
Numerical Results
We consider a particular situation in which the number of assigned PN sequences M , and the number of the sequences r are given to be constant. But the number of the sequences length are different ( 127, 255, 511
).The BER against the SNR per information bit is shown in Fig. 3 and BER comparison between different length sequences of SC/PC/SS and PC/SS in Fig.4 . 
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Mr  ) Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows that under the same SNR conditions, the longer of the sequence, the lower BER of the system and the higher quality of the communication. As we all know, in case of guaranteeing the reliability of the communication, the longer the sequence, the lower information transmission rate. In this way, we can improve the information transmission rate. It is obvious seen that performance of SC/PC/SS system is improved. This method is suitable for long sequence communication environment.
Conclusion
The symbol and average bit error rate performance of SC/PC/SS system are investigated. By using SC/PC/SS system, the decision error probability can be decreased during one PN period. The BER can be improved by applying the method of successive contrast comparing with the conventional PC/SS systems in the case that the number of assigned PN sequence and information bit rate are constant. SC/PC/SS system has been proposed to accomplish high-data transmission and low error rate performance. Furthermore, SC/PC/SS system has excellent secret property that would have wildly application in civil and military communication. 
